The process of generating the general lexicon into terms, also named process of terminology, relates to the semantic source of the word. This process enriches terminology not only on the level of the form, by embedding in a specified terminological system, but, mainly in that of the content/substance, supplementing it with concepts that maintain links with its base meaning (with the general language). The word thus appears as a bridge between the general and the terminological lexicon, such as: knife, sieve (common words) and terms: knife1 (filet carver) (mechanic); knife2 (engraver) (mechanic); sieve1 (vibratory) (construction, mechanic), sieve2 (mortar) (construction).
Introduction
The process of generating the general lexicon in terms, also named the process of terminology, relates to the semantic source of the word. This process enriches terminology not only on the level of the form, by embedding in a specified terminological system, but, mainly in that of the content/substance, supplementing it with concepts that maintain links with its base meaning (with the general language). The word thus appears as a bridge between the general and the terminological lexicon, such as: fork1 (cardan shaft)(mech.),fork2 (jointer)(mech.),fork3 (instructional) (mech. constr.) etc. On the other hand, these units, passing from one field of knowledge to another, enrich them with different conceptual content, following to an anew terminology process of the unit, such as: plate1 (wavy (mech.), plate2 (cutter) (mech.), plate3 (scales pan) (mech.).
Although as far as the form concerns, the terminological systems get overloaded with the same form in term of content, the units subject of terminology process increase the common conceptual basis of words and terms, thus reinforcing the interaction ability of the terms between each other concerning the various fields of knowledge. E. Vyster (Eugen Wüster) 1 , concerning the occurrence, points out: "The expression with one sign of the meanings of the different facilitates their connection with each other and alleviates the collaboration of the specialists of the fields close to each other", for instance room: room (of gases)(construction, mechanic, military); rrënjë1 (bot., math., chem., mech., med.) etc..
The process of terminology
A numerous elaborations were written in regard of the process of terminology, by elaborating about the location and role of common words of multiple meaning such as point, tooth, head, foot, pocket etc., for formation of the terminology. Elaborating the matter the formation of new terminology, A. Duro in the project "Entrance and issuance of the terms in a language" 1 , underlines that the term enters easier in use, when becoming a term from a common word, and used in its specialized meaning in a certain field of knowledge or human activity. The author demonstrates examples the words generated in terms such as head (bolt head), tooth (wheel), krah (lever), window (of evacuation): etc. In the field of linguistics Sh. Rrokaj and V. Bello 2 , apart from elaboration of general problems of linguistic terminology, in addition of the general problems addressing of linguistic terminology, the attention is paid as well to the matter of terminology process, noting out that "the linguistic terminology system built in this way relies on the Albanian language texture, facilitating its formation.
The terminology process, as a process of creating a terminology macro-system based on the entry of words into this microsystem, functioning as terms, as well as glossology, as a word-raising process in the term, both together can be considered within general framework of the semantic development of the word, where the word consists the basis, from this point of view always comes primarily before the term. Particular importance is given to the functioning of these processes in the semantic structure of the word, which is reflected in glossology, terminology, extermination, and all the complex processes of semantic development of each word of the language. This is very important when studying the semantics of term in the light of the meaningful development of words.
Thereby, we can provide as examples dish and sieve, and the word "dish" is of a special terminological character: DISHE-S, ~ n. Given that they are common words generated in terms, for the words it is much easier to widely enter in language use and approaching to the general lexicology of the language. The characteristic of the Albanian language is that these terms, upon entering the terminology lexicon, have the capability to get in the wider sense of the word formation.
Extracts of terminology process displayed in philological dictionary
The meanings of terms generating from the meanings of common words are reflected in the explanatory dictionaries of Albanian language in the semantic structures of their words. The study of these words meanings, when appearing as terms such as foot (word) and foot (term), which are singled out as such during their use in the relevant field of knowledge, gives the opportunity to consider this lexical mediation in relation to the general lexicon, with other terminology lexicon groups, as well as with cases of functioning in the discourse practice of each field 3 .
The elaboration that has been conducted to the various groups of terms in the explanatory dictionaries, it is noted that the terminology of the technical terminology lexicon with the general language from one vocabulary to the other, starting from the vocabulary of 1954 until the one of 1980, in terms of semantic-lexical progress is becoming more complex, however, from time to time even better distinguished between each other. The phenomena of complexity is related to the addition of new terminological concepts (concepts), linked upon a sign, which is related to the terminology process phenomena, where the latter also emerges its negative side (the concepts are increased, though the signs remain the same one), as well as with the increase of the new terms created through term-formation phase, where signs are added concurrently with concepts, in which occasion the signs actually enrich terminology systems.
Words indicating kitchenware or utensils used with specialized meaning
In the same manner words indicating kitchenware or utensils are being used in relation to their spexialized meaning to indicate parts of mechanics, construction and electricity. More precisely let's check closely as to how these words that indicate kitchenware or utensils arise in specialized terms in the field of mechanics, construction and electricity. Find below examples of common words indicating kitchenware, which through the process of terminology generate into words with of specialized meaning.
In the dictionary of 1980 1 In terminological dictionaries FORK, ~ n. GLASS, ~ n. 1. Deep container made from glass, crystal etc, mainly of cylindrical shape with no handle, used for drinking water, wine etc.; a similar small container, often with a stem, used for various strong beverages (for brandy, cognac etc); as to the amount of water or beverages the glass contains. Small (large) glass.
Glasses made from glass (crystal). Water (wine, brandy, beer) glass.
glass1 (filter) (mech., constr.) glass2 (piston) (mech.) glass3 (tube) (constr. mech.).) FUNNEL, ∼ . 1. A small cone-shaped container with a thin long tube at the apex, used for pouring liquid through it into another bottle or other containers with narrow neck. Funnel of tin (glass, immeasurable).Funnel for brandy (oil). Pouring through funnel. Funnel in shape. 2. Part of a machinery or a mechanism, coneshaped used for cleaning the oils or for pouring something into another container; a cone-shaped item used for different purposes. Separating funnel. Grinder's mill funnel. Funnel of multiplication, a cone-shape tin filled with soil placed on the branches of some fruit-bearing trees to emerge roots. 
Conclusion
The meanings of terms generating from the meanings of common words are presented in the explanatory dictionaries of the Albanian language in the semantic structures of their words, elaborated further by the terminology dictionaries and terminology lecture, written and spoken. The study of these meanings of words when appearing as terms, which are singled out as such during use in the relevant field of knowledge, provides an opportunity to examine this lexical mediation in relation to the general lexicon, with other terminology lexicons, As well as cases of functioning in the teaching practice of each field.
Elaborating further according the Albanian dictionary (1980), the meanings of words that serve as the basis for terms other new meanings can be evidenced (discovered) compared with the meanings that appear in the semantic structure of the word.
Further elaboration of word groups, the meanings of which serve to create terms in the various fields of knowledge, helps in the work of compiling both terminology dictionaries and the explanatory language dictionaries. Explicitly, this helps for a better analytical differentiation of meanings, as well as for the determination of the fairer and more motivated boundaries between one-word terms and word-combination, whereby the latter ones, as the basis have elaboration of multiple meaning of, as pointed out above the words such knife, dish, plate etc.
Given that they are common words generated in terms, for the words it is much easier to widely enter in language use and approaching to the general lexicology of the language. The characteristic of the Albanian language is that these terms, upon entering the terminology lexicon, have the capability to get in the wider sense of the word formation .
Words indicating kitchenware or utensils are widely spread during the process of transformation from words of common meaning in words with specialized use in various fields of science and technology. The concepts these words indicate fall into the system of concepts of the certain field, extending and enriching further the links between them.
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